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1.0 Purpose 

The purpose of these written Terms and Conditions shall manage the use of the Website, Flame 

Dreamer Art accessible at https://flamedreamer.art. It shall also manage associated Flame Dreamer 

Social Media Platforms, verified Online Payment Methods, and Google Accounts. These listed accounts 

exist to facilitate the discussion, commission, or purchase any piece of artwork from Jordan Mae Harris 

through Flame Dreamer Art. These terms and conditions are in place to protect sensitive information, 

artistic property, and Flame Dreamer Art.  

This policy applies to all Flame Dreamer Art employees, contractors, temporary staff, and other workers 

within Flame Dreamer Art including all with granted access to Flame Dreamer Art accounts, files, and 

systems. This policy applies to all equipment that processes, stores, and/or transmits sensitive or 

personal data that is owned or leased by Flame Dreamer Art.  

These Terms will be applied fully and affect your use of the Website, Social Media Platforms, Online 

Payment Methods, and Google Accounts owned or managed by Flame Dreamer Art. You agree to accept 

all terms and conditions written in here. You must not use these accounts owned or managed by Flame 

Dreamer Art if you disagree with any of these Terms and Conditions.  

2.0 Products 

Flame Dreamer Art offers a variety of prints, originals, and commissions ranging in media, subject, and 

size. Regularly accepted commissions are listed with associated minimum prices in the Flame Dreamer 

Art Pricing Catalogue. Flame Dreamer Art does not offer framing or matting services for physical art. 

Flame Dreamer Art reserves the right to use discretion in quoting any commission requests and reserves 

the right to decline a commission request for any reason.  

2.1 Pricing Catalogue 

Flame Dreamer Art maintains a current and accurate visual price catalogue which is regularly updated 

and easily found on all forms of social media, including the Flame Dreamer Art website. This catalogue 

describes various types of commissions as well as the options available for each, including but not 

limited to media, framing, size, and color. Catalogue prices are not quoting for requested 

commissions, and Flame Dreamer Art reserves the right to release catalogues with price changes.  
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2.2 Regularly Accepted Commissions 

Commonly ordered commissions have a predetermined minimum price advertised in the Pricing 

Catalog (see table 1.0 for product name and descriptions of regularly accepted commissions). Many 

commission types have different options to select when placing an order, and examples of more exact 

price estimates for these options are featured in the Flame Dreamer Art Pricing Catalogue. Prices are 

subject to change. Advertised prices are not quotes, and Flame Dreamer Art reserves the right to 

quote additionally for any component in a commission request. 

Table 1.0: Regularly Accepted Commission Descriptions 

Product Name Product Description 

Single Character Drawing 
(digital only) 

A digitally delivered size A4 printable image featuring any 
one character. Multiple options for color and framing are 
available. Portrait and bust framing are scaled to ½ and ¼ A4 
size print, respectively. Background of a linear greyscale 
gradient and white border are included and may be removed 
upon request. Add-ons and extra detailing requests are 
encouraged.  

RPG Party 
(digital only) 

A digitally delivered size A3 printable image featuring any 
number or combination of characters. Multiple options for 
color and framing are available. Background of a linear 
greyscale gradient and white border are included and may be 
removed by request. Alternative backgrounds and custom 
arrangements welcome for additional price. Deals available 
for parties with four or more characters.  

Custom Character Scene 
(digital only) 

A digitally delivered printable image in any size featuring any 
one or multiple characters. Multiple options for character 
color and framing are available. Backgrounds available in 
various coloring and detail. Add-ons, extra detailing, action 
poses, or complex storytelling included in quoted amount.  

Single Bird Drawing A physically delivered original piece of artwork featuring any 
single bird. The requested bird may be any species, age, sex, 
or color morph. The requested bird may not be any individual 
bird (see ‘Bird Special Order’ for specific bird portraits). 
Available in any size or media. Digital pieces are delivered 
digitally as a printable image. 

Build-Your-Own  
Bird Brood 

A physically delivered original artwork featuring any number 
or combination of a single bird species as a family unit. The 
birds included may be any color, sex, or age including 
breeding, non-breeding, seasonal or sexual dimorphism, 
leucism, albinism, or melanism. No limitations on how many 
of each of the following may be included: eggs, fledglings, 
adolescents, males, females. Nests are included and may be 
removed by request. Available in any size or media. Digital 
pieces are delivered digitally as a printable image.  

Build-Your-Own  
Avian Ecosystem 

A physically delivered original artwork featuring any number 
or combination of bird species in a specific location, biome, or 
region. The birds included may have any sexual dimorphism 
or seasonal plumage. No limitations on how many of each 
species may be included. Detailed ecosystem background 
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included and custom background requests available. Borders 
not included but are welcome for additional price. Available 
in any size or media. Digital pieces are delivered digitally as a 
printable image. 

Bird Special Order A physically delivered original artwork featuring any number 
or combination of birds. Individual birds or birds with 
specific plumage requests included. Available in any size or 
media. Digital pieces are delivered digitally as a printable 
image.  

Beast, Creature, or Alien 
Drawings 

A physically delivered original artwork featuring any number 
or combination of beasts, creatures, or aliens. It is 
recommended only to combine like-species creatures in the 
same commission. Commission requests including multiple 
creatures of extremely different builds will result in a higher 
quote than each individually. No limitations on how many of 
each species may be included. Backgrounds of any design 
available upon request. Action poses, interaction among 
creatures, or storytelling available upon request. Details, 
specific design, and add-ons welcome. Available in any size or 
media. Digital pieces are delivered digitally as a printable 
image. 

Use My Art in a Tattoo A digitally delivered image of the requested piece of artwork 
and a license to use said non-commissioned work as a tattoo 
stencil. 

Custom Tattoo Design A digitally delivered image of any size, media, and subject and 
a license to use said image as a tattoo stencil. If requested 
media is traditional, the original art piece is also available for 
purchase and delivery.  

2.3 Unlisted Commissions 

You may request any commission not listed in the Pricing Catalogue, not featured in the Commission 

Request Form, or not otherwise advertised. Quotes for unlisted commissions will be broken down by 

each component requested. Unlisted commissions will require multiple draft check-ins throughout the 

process. Flame Dreamer Art reserves the right to decline an unlisted commission request for any 

reason including but not limited to insufficient experience with requested media or subject, 

unavailable resources (time, space, or materials), and logistics.  

2.4 Prints and Shop Orders  

Prints of original Flame Dreamer Art works, including personal and commissioned pieces, are available 

online to order in various sizes. Unlisted prints or print sizes may be requested via email. Requests will 

be approved at the discretion of Flame Dreamer Art. Print orders are processed weekly and shipped 

each Monday. You will be notified via email when payment has been received and when the ordered 

product is shipped. If applicable, a tracking number will be provided once the order is shipped.  

3.0 Payment 

Work on a commission only begins after upfront payment through Venmo, PayPal, or cash has been 

accepted. Payments must be made to fulfill a direct invoice or fund request from an official Flame 

Dreamer Art account. Any payments made which do not exactly match an official invoice, with the 
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exceptions of tips and donations explicitly designated as such by you, will not be accepted. All prices are 

in USD and do not include shipping unless explicitly stated.  

3.1 Prices 

All prices, including but not limited to original artwork and print sales, are based on material cost. 

Commission prices additionally include an hourly wage associated with a similar product. Prices listed 

in the Flame Dreamer Art Official Pricing Catalogue represent the cost of a similar commission and are 

subject to change. Advertised prices reflect the cost of associated advertised images and are not final 

commission quotes. Due to the individual nature of each commission request, Flame Dreamer Art 

reserves the right to quote differently from that which is advertised for any unique artistic differences.  

3.2 Quotes 

A quote will be provided once a commission request form is received and processed by Flame 

Dreamer Art. Initial commission quotes formulated in response to a commission request do not 

include shipping, alterations, or add-ons. (see sections 4.6-4.8 for alteration details or sections 3.4 and 

5.0-5.4 for shipping details) 

3.3 Incremental Payments 

The following are possible alternative payment methods if a commission quote exceeds a certain 

amount, a project changes dramatically or adds components, or if you are otherwise in need of a 

financially mindful payment plan.  

Commissions quoted between $100 and $200 require a 50% down payment and the remaining 

balance after the work is complete. Commissions quoted between $200 and $500 require a 45% 

down payment. Commissions quoted above $500 require a 40% down payment, 30% to continue 

after the official work-in-progress check-in and the final 30% once the work is complete. Final 

commissions will not be delivered until the entire balance is paid. 

Should you request an order-altering change, addition, or repeated alterations, Flame Dreamer 

Art reserves the right to not fulfill such requests or to request appropriate funds to do so in an 

additional, previously unquoted invoice. (see section 4.6 and 4.8 for details on commission 

alterations) 

Flame Dreamer Art understands and is willing to accommodate you should you have financial 

difficulties. Financially mindful payment plans are only available if you are commissioning work. 

Options for payment plans are instance specific and will be provided by request before an initial 

invoice is sent. Flame Dreamer Art reserves the right to decline any alternative payment method 

for any reason.  

3.4 Shipping Payments 

The cost of shipping art is not included in any advertising, prices listed in the print shop, or initial 

commission quotes. You are responsible for paying the appropriate shipping invoice in full before a 

product will be shipped.  

Shipping prices for non-digital commissions will be quoted after the piece is completed. Once the 

shipping quotes are provided, you must select a quote option and pay the corresponding invoice 

in full. (see section 5.2 for details) 
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Print shop shipping costs are not standard or included in the advertised price. Shipping is 

calculated and paid during online check-out. (see section 5.3 for details) 

No products digital, traditional, or otherwise will be packaged, labeled, shipped, and/or otherwise 

delivered prior to Flame Dreamer Art receiving full payment. Full payment includes all of the 

following components related to a product(s): original commission quote, delivery cost, packaging 

cost, insurance fees, alteration fees, license fees, and all other charges related to the product(s) in 

question. All payments must be filled in response to an invoice from a verified Flame Dreamer Art 

account.   

3.5 Refunds 

You will only receive a full refund if a commission cannot be completed to the standards defined and 

upheld by Flame Dreamer Art. Flame Dreamer Art does not provide refunds for commissions proven 

unsatisfactory to you. If you are in the commission queue, their commission has not been started and 

they wish to cancel said order, the order will be removed from the queue and refunded with a 15% 

cancellation fee. Flame Dreamer Art does not provide partial refunds for any other reason. All shipping 

invoices, once paid in full, are non-refundable.  

There are no returns or refunds for prints purchased in the shop once the product has been shipped. If 

you have mistakenly purchased a print, the order will only be cancelled and refunded if you inform 

Flame Dreamer Art by email within 24 hours.  

If you have received prints with in-route incurred damage, you are eligible to receive replacements. To 

receive a damaged print replacement, you must report the incident to Flame Dreamer Art via email 

with proof of damage within 48 hours after having received the shipment. Forms of proof must 

include at least one photo or video of the reported damage. Print replacements will only be shipped 

after this report is received, processed, and approved at the discretion of Flame Dreamer Art. If 

approved, you will only be charged for shipping and will not be charged for the cost of the 

replacement print.  

4.0 Process and Deadlines 

4.1 Commission Request Form 

The Flame Dreamer Art Commission Request Form is a google form designed for you to request a 

quote for one commission. If you desire more than one commission should submit one form per 

commission. You may submit multiple Commission Request Forms at any time. The Commission 

Request Form provides space for you to describe ideas, upload references, and otherwise detail a 

commission.  

Flame Dreamer Art will not process nor accept any commission without having received either a 

Commission Request Form or an email inquiry regarding the commission in question. Additionally, 

Flame Dreamer Art reserves the right to not process and/or accept any Commission Request Forms 

submitted improperly. Improper form submission includes but is not limited to the following: 

incomplete information, false credentials, discriminatory statements and/or hate symbols, evidence 

and/or proof of illegal acts, and pornographic data. Submitting information which qualifies as any one 

of these is subject to being reported to authorities, ignored, and/or removed from Flame Dreamer Art 

data, files, and accounts. Flame Dreamer Art does not take responsibility for any data which has been 

submitted to the Commission Request Form.  
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4.2 Commission Quotes 

Commission quotes will be provided via email to you if you have either submitted a Commission 

Request Form or otherwise requested a commission quote via email. Quotes are based on subject, 

media and materials, date needed-by, and the estimated hours needed to complete a commission as 

described by you.  

Commission quotes do not include changes, alterations, or additions requested by you during the 

commission process. You are encouraged to request changes throughout the commission process to 

ensure your happiness. Flame Dreamer Art reserves the right to request additional funds for any 

requests made by the you after a quote is produced. Additionally, commission quotes do not include 

shipping.   

4.3 Paying Commission Invoices  

You will receive an official invoice when they agree to the amount quoted by Flame Dreamer Art via 

email. Invoices will be sent from validated Flame Dreamer Art money managing accounts. Valid 

accounts include @flamedreamerart on Venmo and flamedreamerart@gmail.com on PayPal. Invoices 

will include the artist-appointed title and commission type as a description.  

For more details on payment options, reference sections 3.0-3.5. 

4.4 Commission Queue 

Commission orders will be placed at the bottom of the queue, unless otherwise specified, only after 

the first payment has been received. Once in the queue, Flame Dreamer Art will notify you when work 

on a commission begins.  

4.5 Delays 

Flame Dreamer Art will notify you if you have ordered prints or are in the commission queue when 

delays occur for any reason. Commission delays include time estimate changes of over a week or time 

shifts which can no longer complete a commission by the need-by date. Print orders are shipped on 

the first business day of each week. Delays for print orders shift to the first business day of the 

following week.  

4.6 Works-in-Progress Drafts 

Flame Dreamer Art will send at least one work-in-progress email per piece with partially completed 

artwork at a step appropriate for each commission type. This email will include an image of the work 

in progress, clarification requests, and any additional questions. Flame Dreamer Art will not continue 

with a commission until you respond either with approval or desired alterations.  

Flame Dreamer Art reserves the right to refuse or charge additionally to complete any changes to a 

commission requested in response to a work-in-progress image. Alterations which require additional 

charge are referred to as ‘complex changes’ and are determined as such at the discretion of Jordan 

Mae Harris.  Alteration requests which may be considered complex include but are not limited to 

redoing entire parts or sections, adding, or changing components which were not disclosed before 

payment was made, or increasing time or material cost. 

Character commission check-ins are dependent on the requested coloring. Work-in-progress 

images for black and white or color character drawings will include a completed line-art first draft. 

Line-art character drawing images will consist of a detailed sketch.  
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Avian commissions check-ins, including single bird drawings, build-your-own-broods, build-your-

own-ecosystem, and special orders, are dependent on media. Digital avian commission check-ins 

are the same as character drawings. Acrylic avian commissions have multiple check-ins: a detailed 

sketch, base colors, and intermediate detailing. For drawings consisting only of graphite, colored 

pencil, charcoal, or pastel, pen, ink and quill, or watercolors a detailed sketch will be provided as 

an update. For drawings using multiple forms of media, check-in images will feature the 

completion stage for each media. For example, a pen and watercolor commission check-in image 

will include completed penwork.  

Creature commission check-ins, if digital, are similarly dependent on requested coloring to 

character commissions. Black and white or color creature drawing check-ins will include 

completed line-art, and line-art creature drawings will include a detailed sketch. Non-digital 

creature commission check-ins vary depending on media similarly to avian commissions. 

Custom tattoo commission check-ins of all kinds vary depending on complexity and media. Digital 

tattoo commission check-ins are the same as character commission check-ins and are dependent 

on color. For orders with more than one subject, a work-in-progress images will be provided for 

each component.   

4.7 Final Drafts 

Once a commission is considered complete, an image of the final draft will be sent to you. A 

commission is considered complete entirely at the discretion of Jordan Mae Harris. This discretion is 

based on standards which are defined and upheld by Jordan Mae Harris and Flame Dreamer Art. 

Flame Dreamer Art has a standard quality of work for all commissions. Commissions are all unique as 

are their standards of completion, thus no commission’s completion may be compared to any other, 

even if consistent in style, media, subject, or commission type.  

4.8 Post-Completion Options 

You are still able to request changes after a final draft has been received. However, Flame Dreamer 

Art reserves the right to refuse or charge additionally to complete any changes in response to a final 

draft image. Alterations to final drafts are limited more than changes requested in response to work-

in-progress check-in images. Ability to fulfil these requests varies depending on media and is 

determined at the discretion of Jordan Mae Harris. If deemed possible by Jordan Mae Harris, post-

completion requests may require additional funds to complete. Post-completion alterations which 

require additional charge are referred to as ‘post-completion complex changes’ and are determined as 

such at the discretion of Jordan Mae Harris.  Alteration requests which may be considered complex 

include but are not limited to redoing entire parts or sections, adding, or changing components which 

were not disclosed before payment was made, or increasing time or material cost. 

5.0 Delivery and Shipping 

5.1 Digital Goods 

Flame Dreamer Art delivers digital goods via email in PNG format unless otherwise requested by you. 

Goods will only be delivered once the associated commission quote and alteration fees have been 

paid in full.  

5.2 Traditional Art Goods 
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Flame Dreamer Art will request shipping information for non-digital commissions to calculate a 

shipping quote via email when delivering a photo of the commission final draft. Shipping information 

includes a destination address, deliver-by date, and preferred shipment service. You must provide this 

necessary information to receive shipping quotes from Flame Dreamer Art. Once the shipping quote 

has been paid in full, the commission will be packaged and sent. All shipping quotes, once paid, are 

non-refundable.  

5.3 Print Shop Goods 

Shipping information will be requested during online check out and calculated into the subtotal before 

the final payment is made. Prints are shipped the first business day of every week. Should you choose 

to cancel a shipping order, a cancellation request must be emailed to Flame Dreamer Art within 24 

hours of placing and paying for an order. (See section 3.5 for refund options for print shop orders) 

5.4 Insuring Shipments 

Any shipments are not insured unless otherwise requested by you. Insuring orders varies widely in 

price depending on the size, shipping distance, and if the product is an original work or a print order. 

Shipping insurance payments, once made, are non-refundable.   

6.0 Copyright, Intellectual Property Rights, and Licensing 

A work is protected by copyright the moment it is fixed in a tangible medium of expression. An artist 

does not need to register work with the U.S. Copyright Office to obtain a copyright. This is true 

internationally for nations which have signed on to the Berne Convention.  

6.1 Copyright and Intellectual Property Rights 

Jordan Mae Harris and Flame Dreamer Art retain copyright for any and all work including but not 

limited to original artwork, commissioned interpretations of non-original characters, and prints of 

work created by Jordan Mae Harris. If you have purchased work from Flame Dreamer Art, you do not 

own the copyright for said art and are not permitted to claim ownership, resell, mark-up, reproduce 

without explicit permission and/or licensing, or otherwise receive money, products, deals, or any 

other form of capital gain of the work claimed by Jordan Mae Harris and Flame Dreamer Art. Flame 

Dreamer Art does not sell copyright for art created by Jordan Mae Harris. 

Other than the content you own, under these Terms, Flame Dreamer Art and/or its licensors own all 

the intellectual property rights and materials contained in this Website and associated Social Media 

Platforms. You are granted limited license only for purposes of viewing the material contained therein.  

6.2 Personal Use License (Non-Commercial) 

All artwork commissioned from Flame Dreamer Art automatically includes the purchase of a Personal 

Use License. Commissioned work may be posted or shared anywhere online with credit. 

Commissioned work may be printed, photographed, or screen captured. Commissioned work 

may not have any association with a product and/or service nor may art be used promotionally for any 

product and/or service. Commissioned work may not be distributed. Commissioned work may not be 

sold, resold, or marked-up. Commissioned work may not be traded for money, products and/or 

services, or any other form of capital gain. Commissioned work may not be edited.  

All prints ordered from Flame Dreamer Art also include a Personal Use License. Prints may be 

displayed in public and/or private areas. Prints may be photographed. Prints may be posted or shared 
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anywhere online with credit. Prints may not be reprinted or duplicated. Prints may not have any 

association with a product and/or service nor may art be used promotionally for any product and/or 

service. Prints may not be distributed or redistributed. Prints may not be sold, resold, or marked-

up. Prints may not be traded for money, products and/or services, or any other form of capital 

gain. Prints may not be edited.  

6.3 Promotional Use License (Commercial) 

The following are parameters for commissions purchased with a Promotional Use License. Prints are 
unavailable to be used promotionally. Commissioned work may be posted or shared anywhere online 
with credit. Commissioned work may be printed, photographed, or screen captured. Commissioned 
work may be distributed for personal or promotional use only. Commissioned work may not be sold, 
resold, or marked-up. Commissioned work may not be traded for money, products and/or services, or 
any other form of capital gain. Art may be edited with limitations. Credit may not be edited in any 
way.  

6.4 Resale Use License (Commercial) 
The following are parameters for commissions purchased with a Resale Use License. Prints are 
unavailable to be used for resale. Commissioned work may be posted or shared anywhere online with 
credit. Commissioned work may be printed, photographed, or screen captured. Commissioned work 
may be associated with a product and/or service and may be used promotionally for a product and/or 
service. Commissioned work may be distributed for personal or promotional use. Commissioned work 
may be sold, resold, or marked up for uses explicitly agreed to. Commissioned work may be traded for 
money, products and/or services, or any other form of capital gain. Credit may not be edited in any 
way.  

7.0 Legal Specifications, Jurisdiction, and Indemnification 

7.1 Restrictions 
You are specifically restricted from all of the following while using the Flame Dreamer Art Website; 

publishing any Website material in any other media; selling, sublicensing and/or otherwise 

commercializing any Website material; publicly performing and/or showing any Website material; 

using this Website in any way that is or may be damaging to this Website; using this Website in any 

way that impacts user access to this Website; using this Website contrary to applicable laws and 

regulations, or in any way that may cause harm to the Website, or to any person or business entity; 

engaging in any data mining, data harvesting, data extracting, or any other similar activity in relation 

to this Website; using this Website to engage in any advertising or marketing. 

You are specifically restricted from all of the following while using the Flame Dreamer Art Social Media 

Platforms: publishing any Social Media Platform material in any other media; selling, sublicensing 

and/or otherwise commercializing any Social Media Platform material; publicly performing and/or 

showing any Social Media Platform material; using this Social Media Platform in any way that is or may 

be damaging to this Social Media Platform; using this Social Media Platform in any way that impacts 

user access to this Social Media Platform; using this Social Media Platform contrary to applicable laws 

and regulations, or in any way that may cause harm to the Social Media Platform, or to any person or 

business entity; engaging in any data mining, data harvesting, data extracting, or any other similar 

activity in relation to this Social Media Platform; using this Social Media Platform to engage in any 

advertising or marketing. 
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You are specifically restricted from all of the following while using Flame Dreamer Art Online Payment 

Methods: publishing any Online Payment Method material in any other media; selling, sublicensing 

and/or otherwise commercializing any Online Payment Method material; publicly performing and/or 

showing any Online Payment Method material; using this Online Payment Method in any way that is 

or may be damaging to this Online Payment Method; using this Online Payment Method in any way 

that impacts user access to this Online Payment Method; using this Online Payment Method contrary 

to applicable laws and regulations, or in any way that may cause harm to the Online Payment Method, 

or to any person or business entity; engaging in any data mining, data harvesting, data extracting, or 

any other similar activity in relation to this Online Payment Method; using this Online Payment 

Method to engage in any advertising or marketing. 

You are specifically restricted from all of the following while using Flame Dreamer Art Google 

Accounts: publishing any Google Account material in any other media; selling, sublicensing and/or 

otherwise commercializing any Google Account material; publicly performing and/or showing any 

Google Account material; using this Google Account in any way that is or may be damaging to this 

Google Account; using this Google Account in any way that impacts user access to this Google 

Account; using this Google Account contrary to applicable laws and regulations, or in any way that 

may cause harm to the Google Account, or to any person or business entity; engaging in any data 

mining, data harvesting, data extracting, or any other similar activity in relation to this Google 

Account; using this Google Account to engage in any advertising or marketing. 

Certain areas of this Website, Social Media Platforms, Online Payment Methods, and Google Accounts 

are restricted from being accessed by you and Flame Dreamer Art may further restrict access by you 

to any areas at any time in absolute discretion. Any user ID and password you may have for accounts 

associated to this Website, Social Media Platforms, Online Payment Methods, and Google Accounts 

are confidential and you must maintain confidentiality as well.   

7.2 Your Content  

In these Terms and Conditions, “Your Content” shall mean any audio, video, text, images, or other 

material you choose to display on the Flame Dreamer Art Website, Social Media Platforms, Online 

Payment Methods, and/or Google Accounts. By displaying Your Content, you grant Flame Dreamer Art 

a non-exclusive, worldwide, irrevocable, sub licensable license to use, reproduce, adapt, publish, 

translate, and distribute it in any and all media.  

Your Content must be your own and must not be invading any third-party’s rights. Flame Dreamer Art 

reserves the right to edit or remove any of Your Content from the Website, Social Media Platforms, 

Online Payment Methods, and/or Google Accounts at any time in absolute discretion without notice.  

7.3 No Warranties 

All products, including but not limited to commissioned work, prints, and stickers, are provided “as is,” 

with all faults, and Flame Dreamer Art express no warranties once delivered, either electronically or 

physically mailed.  

The Website and Social Media Platforms are provided “as is,” with all faults, and Flame Dreamer Art 

express no representations or warranties, of any kind related to the Website and Social Media 

Platforms or the materials contained on the Website and Social media Platforms. Also, nothing 

contained on the Website nor the Social Media Platforms shall be interpreted as advising you.  
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7.4 Limitation of Liability 

In no event shall Flame Dreamer Art, nor any of its officers, directors, and employees, shall be held 

liable for anything arising out of or in any way connected with your use of the Website, Social Media 

Platforms, Online Payment Methods, or Google Accounts whether such liability is under contract. 

Flame Dreamer Art, including its officers, directors, and employees shall not be held liable for any 

indirect, consequential, or special liability arising out of or in any way related to your use of the 

Website, Social Media Platforms, Online Payment Methods, or Google Accounts.  

7.5 Indemnification 

You hereby indemnify to the fullest extent Flame Dreamer art from and against any and/or all 

liabilities, costs, demands, causes of action, damages, and expenses arising in any way related to your 

breach of any of the provisions of these Terms.  

7.6 Severability 

If any provision of these Terms is found to be invalid under any applicable law, such provisions shall be 

deleted without affecting the remaining provisions herein.  

7.7 Variation of Terms 

Flame Dreamer Art is permitted to revise there Terms at any time as it sees fit, and by using the 

Website, Social Media Platforms, Online Payment Methods, and Google Accounts you are expected to 

review these Terms on a regular basis.  

7.8 Assignment 

Flame Dreamer Art is allowed to assign, transfer, and subcontract its rights and/or obligations under 

these Terms without any notification. However, you are not allowed to assign, transfer, or subcontract 

any of your rights and/or obligations under these Terms.  

7.9 Entire Agreement  

These Terms constitute the entire agreement between Flame Dreamer Art and you in relation to your 

use of the Flame Dreamer Art Website, associated Social Media Platforms, verified Online Payment 

Methods, and Google Accounts, and supersede all prior agreements and understandings.  

7.10 Governing Law and Jurisdiction 

These Terms will be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of the United States, 

and you submit to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the state and federal courts located in the United 

States for the resolution of any disputes.  


